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The Problem of Pearliness:
The Contradictions of Pearl’s Gemstone’s Flawlessness

At the crux of the Pearl poem is the dreamer’s dissonance between the physical decay of
the pearl that he believes that he has lost, and his resolute belief in her perfection. His distress is
further amplified by his encountering the pearl-maiden in heaven, where she is as perfect as he
remembers her to be; however, he finds her in many ways inscrutable, only able to describe her
beauty through the impenetrability of herself; she is a pearl clad in pearls, calling into question
both his objectivity and whether we are meant to take literally the pearl-maiden’s description of
the dreamer as a jeweler. Furthermore, both his language describing her and her language
describing Christ, and their relative perfection, parallel each other, but even Christ’s perfection is
subverted; although he is depicted as triumphant in the New Jerusalem, he is still freshly
bleeding from the actions of the sinners. However, I would like to offer a third reading founded
on a secondary definition of the word ‘wonder,’ modifying pearl in line 221. Examining the
inexpressibility found within the Pearl poem in light of this second definition draws the reader
not to the ignorance or confusion of the dreamer, but rather to the contradictions expressed in the
language describing the pearl and the pearl-maiden. I will examine the relationship between
contradiction and pearliness though two lenses. I would first like to consider the structure of the
poem and the mathematical analyses of its form, and the failures thereof, in light of the seeming
contradictions within the pearl’s perfection, and then juxtapose my structural reading within prior
scholarly analyses conducted of the dreamer as jeweler and merchant.

Hugh White argues that the ‘form of Pearl appears to be an image of the thing itself’;
perfect, circular, and ‘wythouten spot.’ John Fleming further notes that the poems 101 stanzas1

can be interpreted as an expansion upon, not a contradiction of the hundredfold return seen in
Matthew 13.1—23, also referred to colloquially as ‘The Parable of the Sower’ or the ‘Prosperity
Gospel.’ The added stanza transforms the ‘hundred’ of the prosperity gospel to ‘one hundred and
one,’ a prime number, and thus, like God, indivisible. Susanne Fein reinforces that the structure
of the poem extends beyond its stanzas; its lines number 1,212, and in a poem that depicts a New
Jerusalem “teeming with twelves and twelves squared,” a line count that is both twelve repeated
and its stanza count squared centers the number.2

Ann Watts connects this indivisibility of form explicitly to both the structure of the poem
and the nature of the pearl itself; she notes that a poem set "sengeley in synglere" (8), an "endele

2 Fein, Susanna. "Of Judges and Jewelers: Pearl and the Life of Saint John." Studies in the Age
of Chaucer 36, no. 1 (2014): 41-76.

1 White, Hugh, “Blood in Pearl.” The Review of English Studies, Vol. 38, No. 149 (1987), 5
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rounde" (738) [is] no less perfectly indivisible than the pearl of price.” However, she then3

furthers this notion of the perfection of form; not only is it linked to indivisibility, but also
inexpressibility. The dreamer reiterates the phrase “of for to melle,” explaining that he cannot put
into words various things that he encounters throughout the course of the dream—the landscape,
the pearl maiden, and his vision of Christ. However, the words “of for to melle” exemplify the
issue of divisibility and indivisibility; the words that are written give the poem substance, but
they are empty in describing what pearliness actually connotes. A.C. Spearing further suggests
that Pearl is ‘self-enclosed…perfect in its artistry, pearl-like in its circularity of structure’; that
the same perfection of smooth and hard surfaces does not contradict perfection, but rather
exemplify it. The poet avoids using the wrong terms by ‘excluding doubts of language,’ and4

thus the Pearl poem reflects its titular object.

However, although the structure of the poem does reflect both the indivisible divine and
the spherical pearl, I would like to contend Watts’ assertion that pearliness fundamentally
excludes doubts of language. For example, the dreamer’s description of his relation to the
pearl-maiden is frustratingly vague; he only describes her as ‘me nerre then aunte or nece.’
Angela Carson notes that ‘there is apparent uniformity of opinion that the pearl maiden is the
narrator’s two-year-old daughter’; however, she also observes ‘nearer than aunt or niece’ is not at
all specific. Carson contends that the ‘nearness’ of this woman could also be read in the sense of5

‘very intimate or familiar.’ Therefore, by examining both kinship proximity and the possibility of
romantic or marital attachment, ‘nearer’ may encompass the dreamer’s potential sister, daughter,
or wife. Although all terms connote proximity, and the pearl’s quality is specifically defined, it is
done so through terms of exclusion—she is not his aunt or niece—and still leaves a significant
amount of ambiguity. Pearliness is seemingly termed by the negative, rather than the positive,
which complicates our reading of the poems structure as indivisible and perfect.
Furthermore, this relationship between indivisibility and perfect is additionally complicated
through the lens of the dreamer’s description of the pearl-maiden's appearance and dress. The
language that introduces her reflects that of the first stanza; just as the pearl is ‘clos in golde,’ her
hair ‘schone golde’ and framed ‘her fax thenne schon.’ Her face is white, like ‘whalles bon,’
reflecting pearliness, and her hair is gold, like the setting of the pearl. Thus, that which is good or
beautiful about the pearl-maiden is pearly, but her ‘figural aspects’ are never articulated beyond

5 Carson, Angela, Aspects of Elegy in the Middle English “Pearl" Studies in Philology Vol. 62,
No. 1 (1965), 17-27

4 Spearing, A.C, Medieval Dream Poetry. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970).
119-120

3 Watts, Ann Chalmers, “Pearl, Inexpressibility, and Poems of Human Loss.” PMLA Vol. 99, No.
1 (1984), 26-40
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her ‘pearly […] transfigured state.’ Conversely, the dreamer informs the reader that her crown is6

set with ‘non other ston,’ and her gown is hemmed with ‘non other gemme.’ His use of ‘non
other’ here is both an absolute and a general modifier. Like the ‘endele rounde’ of the pearl, or
the poem’s structure, it is completely exclusionary, eliminating everything which is not gold,
pearls, or white from the visuals of the maiden. However, ‘non’ is also—like 'aunte or nece’—a
very broad categorization. Further to this, Theodore Bogandos notes that when examining the
'fundamentally inexpressible’ in Pearl and other dream poems, qualities like pearliness often
become ‘engulfed within its own reality and defined totally on its own terms.’ However,7

although the dreamer articulates qualities   of goodness as they pertain to pearliness, he does not
‘define [it] on its own terms.’ Instead, the dreamer’s definition explains pearliness is by
articulating what it is not.

Moreover, the quality of pearliness becomes further convoluted by an analysis of the
pearl maiden’s garments in light of this definition by negation and exclusion, especially when
juxtaposed with these qualities within the structure of the poem. A.C. Spearing observes that
Pearl is ‘ so ‘smothe' that its surface gives no purchase for any attempt to lever apart the real and
the imaginary.’ Spearing uses ‘smothe’ as a lens for examining the circular structure of the poem8

and its relationship to its status as a dream-poem; however, I believe that this description is
equally applicable to the attempts to ‘lever apart’ the pearl maiden and the definition of
pearliness. For example, although he makes many attempts to describe and understand the
perfection of her clothing as well as her stature, he is unable to find sufficient ‘purchase’ to
unpack them because her clothing is just as pearly as she. The dreamer observes that the
pearl-maiden’s ‘hemme[…and] honde, at sydes, at overture’ are all adorned ‘wyth whyte perl,’
and a further 'wonder perle wythouten wemme’ adorns her breast. The pearl maiden is rendered
indivisible to the reader in the same fashion as Spearing’s comment on Pearl’s composition; she
embodies the qualities of pearliness, and likewise is clad in them, but the dreamer remains
incapable of ‘levering’ their meaning away from the image of the pearl itself.. Instead, in his
efforts to clarify, he continually reiterates both her white countenance and golden hair and her
gilding of gold and pearls, linguistically creating an ‘endeles round’ that reflects the physical
qualities of the pearl as well as the structure of the poem.

James Wimsatt notes that Pearl uses a blend of both alliteration and end rhyme in order
to convey particular thematic stressors throughout the poem. However, he notes that ‘pearl never

8 Spearing, A.C, Medieval Dream Poetry. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970).
119-120

7 Bogdanos, Theodore, Pearl: Image of the Ineffable (University Park, Pa., 1983), 11-12

6 Mitchell, J. Allen, “The Middle English "Pearl": Figuring the Unfigurable.” The Chaucer Review
Vol. 35, No. 1 (2000), 99
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participates in the end-rhyme,’ instead relying on the alliteration of the word with other
‘p-sounds to provide the primary phonetic theme.’ However, in the description of the pearl9

maiden, pearl is not alliterated with any other word. The phonetic stressors of the poem instead
emphasize ‘whyte,’ ‘wonder,’ and ‘wythouten wemme.’ If alliteration is a significant contributor
to the importance of the pearl within the structure of the poem, then its use for these particular
words in the stanzas dedicated to describing the pearl are essential in understanding its qualities.
‘Whyte’ here modifies pearl, again linking the positive connotations of ‘pearliness’ to the color.
Moreover, 'wythouten wemme’ further connects the thematic ideals of both perfection and
definition through negation. The pearl’s positive quality, its consummate nature, is explained
only through the absence of its flaws.

In contrast, I would like to examine another meaning of the word ‘wonder’ as it is used in
this particular stanza, and how that complicates our understanding of the context of pearliness.
The University of Michigan Middle English dictionary glosses ‘wonder’ as ‘an extraordinary
thing, a marvel,’ as in the modern definition. However, it also defines it as ‘an apparent10

contradiction.’ Thus far, pearliness has carried the connotations of whiteness, flawlessness, and
the first definition of ‘wonder.’ In light of this second definition, I have decided to explore the
consequences of reading ‘wonder perle’ as articulating that ‘pearliness’ may contradict its own
descriptors within the poem as well as the external definition of ‘wonder’ as ‘a marvel.’
Furthermore, I would also like to consider reading ‘wonder perle’ as defining pearliness as a
contradiction in and of itself.

For example, White ascertains that the missing line of Pearl is usually considered to be “an error
on the part of the copyist,” rather than the intention of the poet; however, the missing line would
complement the flawed perfection that defies numerical rhythm in other places in the poem.11

Every section of the poem has exactly five stanzas; except for XV, which has six, accounting
simultaneously for the 101 stanzas and the 1212 line count. The numerical perfection in one form
of composition must be compensated for by a flaw elsewhere.

Similarly, in line 732 and 733, in Section 13, the poet does not, as with the other stanzas,
use the same link words between the end line of the previous stanza and the beginning of this
one. Instead, the pearl is described as ‘was mascelles’ in the first instance and ‘makelles’ in the

11 White, Hugh, “Blood in Pearl.” The Review of English Studies, Vol. 38, No. 149 (1987), 11

10 Middle English Dictionary. Ed. Robert E. Lewis, et al. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1952-2001. Online edition in Middle English Compendium. Ed. Frances McSparran, et
al.. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Library, 2000-2018.

9 Wimsatt, James, “Rhyme, the Icons of Sound, and the Middle English Pearl. Style
DeKalb Vol. 30, Iss. 2,  (1996): 189-219.
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second. Although visually and aurally similar, the words are defined differently, both as central
terms of the poem regarding the pearl’s themes; ‘mascelles’ is spotless, while ‘makelles’ is
‘peerless.’ In his popular translation of Pearl, E.V Gordon actually amends ‘makelles’ in both
733 and 757 to ‘mascelles,’ in order to preserve the link words; later scholars, like B. Barootes,
instead suggest in their reading of his translation compared to the original text that the poet is
creating a symbolic linkage between ‘peerless’ and ‘spotless,’ as both the pearl and Christ
himself are described by the dreamer as flawless and singular in their qualities.12

This homophonic connection between ‘peerless’ and ‘spotless’ mars the structure of the
poem by disrupting the established pattern of repetition, and therefore complicates their
association with both Christ and the pearl. As the poem’s structure is intended to reflect the
circular, indivisible, and flawless form of the pearl itself, this imperfection within the link pattern
would then contradict the concept of the pearl as ‘wythouten spot.’ Although Morton Donner
advocates that this deviation is a form of ‘lexical duality’ that allows the dreamer to connect the
pearl’s and Christ’s singularity to their flawlessness, that relationship is already established by
the dreamer’s description of Christ’s garments. In line 843, the pearl maiden ascertains that13

Christ is clad all in bright white clothes, that ‘mot ne masklle moght on streche,’ which not only
reiterates the dazzling whiteness and symbolic purity of the description of the pearl as
‘wythouten spote’ in the first stanza of the poem, but also separates the white of her garments
from Christ’s, as only his are truly ‘masklles’ and ‘makelles.'

However, the pearl maiden’s words must also be carefully considered with regards to the
second definition of ‘wonder.’ Although the pearl maiden describes Christ as ‘mascelles’ in a
similar fashion to the dreamer describing the pearl maiden, the dreamer’s vision contradicts this
description. Upon their first meeting, the dreamer evokes a comparison to the pearl, reflecting his
awe; he notes that ‘as preysed perles His wedes were.’ But the pearly whiteness of Christ’s
garments, unlike those of the pearl-maidens’, are in fact marred; the dreamer sees with growing
horror that ‘of His quyte syde his blod outsprent.’ The vision of the New Jerusalem is meant to
depict Christ triumphant, proceeding through the new and perfect paradise, but his crucifixion
wounds remain; moreover, the dreamer’s description of Christ as continually bleeding directly
contradict the pearl-maiden’s earlier assertions not only that his garments may not be stained, but
that his blood ‘ran on rode.’ Her use of the past tense here is telling, and reiterates to the reader

13 Donner, Morton, A Grammatical Perspective on Word Play in “Pearl.” The Chaucer Review
Vol. 22, No. 4 (1988), 322

12 B.S.W. Barootes, “Number Symbolism in Pearl: Lines 720–721,” Studia Neophilologica, 2016,
2
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that there is a definitive contradiction between the testimony of the pearl-maiden and the vision
of the dream poet.

Additionally, the ‘matchlessness’ or ‘peerlessness’ of the pearl is similarly challenged
during the dreamer’s vision of the Jerusalem procession; although his ‘precious perle’ has been
described using the same language as Christ, that she is both matchless and peerless, in line 869
and 1099 he is described as witnessing ‘a hundredth thowsande maydens/and fowre and forty
thowsande mo.’ The structure of describing first the hundred thousand, perfect in its divisibility
by ten, and the ‘four and forty’ that then make it a multiple of twelve reflect the complication of
100 into 101 mentioned earlier; in order to achieve one kind of metrical perfection, perfection in
some other way must be foregone. However, the procession of pearl maidens themselves also
undermine the words of both the pearl-maiden and the dreamer; throughout the poem he has
reiterated that, like Christ, she is matchless. Yet here the procession of maidens is described as
‘coronde wern alle of the same fasoun’ as the pearl he believes he has lost; more confusingly,
although he notes that all of them bear a ‘blysfyl perle’ on the breast of their gown, he still uses
the singular article ‘the’ to describe it. Thus, the dreamer implies that there is both only one truly
spotless, matchless pearl, and yet 144,000 pearl-maidens all possess it.

This very visual contradiction between what is said about Christ and the
pearl-maiden—their flawlessness and their uniqueness—-and what the dreamer sees therefore
draws the reader’s attention to one of the crucial dichotomies within the poem; the dreamer’s
distress at the pearl’s bodily decay and her supposed perfection. She is described as ‘clanly clos
in golde so clere,’ emphasizing her purity, as ‘clanly’ parallels his concluding line of ‘withouten
spot,’ and her value, as she is worthy to be set in only the most precious (and, as observed in the
architectural descriptions of the New Jerusalem in Section 17, holy) of metals. However, he
simultaneously laments that she is ‘clad in clot,’ and that the earth itself ‘marres a myry juele.’
The lines of course contradict each other; the pearl cannot be both set in gold and in common
earth, and the pearl cannot be ‘withouten spot’ if the earth itself is marring her with decay. The
pearl-maiden seems to have made peace with the dichotomy; she acknowledges that although
bodily, their ‘flesch be layd to rote,’ the repose of her soul in Heaven, as one of the brides of
Christ, is what the dreamer should be focused on. However, the pearl-maiden’s description of the
afterlife has already been shown to be unreliable; despite her words to the contrary, triumphant
Christ still bleeds, and his garments are still stainable, or ‘marrable.’ Therefore, although the
dichotomy between the decaying body and the everlasting, flawless soul of the sinless
superficially appears to be resolved, the contradictions expressed in the description of Christ, and
his paralleling to the state of the pearl, leads us in the conclusion of this poem back to the very
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first stanza; a pearl simultaneously everlasting and spotlessly beautiful that is nevertheless able
to be affected by decay.

The dreamer defining ‘pearlines’ through negation, however, offers the reader a ‘doubt of
language’ regarding this simultaneous perfection and decay. For example, the apocalypse vision
juxtaposes the description of the pearl as a flawless gem with the jewels that have been negated
in order to articulate its perfection. Moreover, the descriptions of the twelve gems further call
into question the qualities of ‘pearliness,’ as well as the nature of the dreamer himself described
as a ‘jueler.’ Tony Davenport observes that although the pearl-maiden refers to the dreamer
several times throughout the course of the poem as a jeweler by profession, the language that he
uses to describe the gemstones and their settings does not reflect someone with technical
knowledge of the craft; he seems ‘more focused on the aesthetic affect rather than the process.’14

Marian Campbell further comments that a jeweler could be expected to be a craftsman, as well as
‘a judge of gems,’ but his descriptions of the holy gemstones of Jerusalem do not line up with a
medieval understanding of jewels’ colors and values. The medieval lapidary ‘His Book of15

Stones,’ discusses the qualities that contributed to their value within the medieval hierarchy, of
which color plays a large factor. For example, he considered sapphire one of the holiest stones, as
it was ‘similar to the pure sky,’ and ‘frees those in prison,’ similar to the heavenly qualities
discussed throughout Pearl. Likewise, rubies are considered especially valuable for their color,
as it is reminiscent of the ‘Blood of the dear Lamb.’ Yet the jeweler, a judge and merchant of
jewels, makes no note of the color of either the sapphire or the ruby, nor the holy connotations of
either. The absence of the ruby’s color is especially glaring, considering the
profound affect that Christ’s still-bleeding wound leaves on both the dreamer and the
composition of the poem; furthermore, the dreamer is clearly familiar with the lapidary, as his
description of the topaz’s ‘twynne hue’ reflect’s both Marbod of Renne’s description (and Bede’s
citation of it) of the stone’s ‘two colors; one of the purest gold, and the other reflecting ethereal
clarity.’ The colors of the topaz, clear and gold, of course reflect the colors that the dreamer16

used to describe the pearl; moreover, almost all of the other gems (with the exception of emerald)
are likewise compared to the pearl’s physical properties. The chalcedony is ‘purly pale’; the
beryl ‘cler and quyt’; even the amethyst is described as ‘purpre wyth ynde blente,’ introducing a

16 Marbode of Rennes' (1035-1123) De lapidibus by Marbod of Rennes, ed. John M. Riddle, C.
W. King

15 Marian Campbell, 'Gold, Silver and Precious Stones', in English Medieval Industries:
Craftsmen, Techniques, Products, eds John Blair and Nigel Ramsay (London/Rio Grande,
1991), 107-66

14 Jewels and Jewellers in "Pearl" Author(s): Tony Davenport Source: The Review of English
Studies, New Series, Vol. 59, No. 241 (Sep., 2008), pp. 508- 520
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‘marring’ of white that should devalue the stone, an unusual quality for the description of the
purely perfect city of New Jerusalem.

The dreamer’s instance on defining both godliness and pearliness in opposition to all else
thus allows him to describe things in a way that would actually connote flaws rather than
perfection. His judging crystalline gems by the metrics of pearliness is necessarily imperfect
because pearls are inherently apart from those jewels. Beth Sutherland notes that medieval
jewelers were aware of this discrepancy, noting that pearls alone require ‘the agency of an
organic creature’ in their forming, and that its formation is dependent on a ‘different and
mysterious substance.’ Judging other gems by the standard of pearliness at the expense of their17

own ‘spotlessness,’ especially considering they compose the New Jerusalem and should
therefore already be associated with perfection, identifies another ‘wonder’ on the part of the
dreamer: his internal contradiction between pearliness and godliness. Perhaps Davenport’s and
Campbell’s observations of the relative ignorance of the jeweler reflects not his actual exteriority
from the field, or Helen Barr’s consideration that the poet may not have been familiar with
jewelry terms and used the merchant title to make a broader point about earthly wealth, but
instead that the jeweler is focused on the wrong thing of value; rather than orienting his valuation
of the gemstones towards Christ and his holiness, he compares them to the qualities of the pearl
and its perfection.

Although I would not say that Pearl can be easily summarized as transgressively as the
dreamer completely ignoring theology—the final stanza ends with a call to the Eucharist—I am
intrigued by the way that the understanding of both the deliberate disruption of metrical form and
the descriptions of the gemstones in New Jerusalem as flawed ones do add depth to the reader’s
understanding of the dreamer’s dissonance between the pearl’s beauty and the pearl’s bodily
decay. Crucially, although the dreamer describes at length his sorrow at the earth ‘marring his
pearl,’ we are never shown this, and likewise the dreamer never visually encounters it the way
that he does in his vision with Christ. Although his notions of the pearl-maiden as singular are
disrupted by the heavenly procession and the form of the poem, which echoes that of the
structure of the pearl is likewise complicated by the extra stanza and missing line, thus creating a
metrical ‘blot’ on the pearl ‘wythouten spot,’ there is no visual confrontation between the
described perfection of the pearl and a marring of her beauty in the same fashion as the visceral
bleeding of Christ. I would like therefore like to further consider the implications of the missing

17 Sutherland, Beth, “Theoretical Lunacy: Moon, Text, and Vision in FITT XVIII.” Glossator 9:
Pearl, Glossator, 2015, 355; the organic nature of the pearl in contrast to all other gems is also
remarked upon by Jean-Paul Friedl in “The Life, Death, and Life of the Pearl Maiden,” where he
observes that the choice of ‘blot’ in line 782 is particularly significant, as it derives from the Old
French ‘blotre,’ for ‘boil’ or ‘lesion.’
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line, as earlier discussed in the mathematical analysis of the poem, as well as the description of
the pearl-maiden’s attire and how it might provide insight onto both the dreamer’s profession or
status and the indivisibility of the poem’s 101 stanzas.
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